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ments, agricultural work, and military hospitals. They have
entered more and more into professions that bring them economic
independence. The change has been marked by u difference in
feminine costume that is opposed to all tradition - the fashion for
short dresses and short hair.
The political system of the Republic has weathered without
difficulty the crisis which has swept away the three Empires of
Europe; nor has its practical working been changed, though the
war restored to unity with France the population of Alsace and
Lorraine, which had ceased to talk French and still preserved
institutions of Imperial Germany which arc incompatible with the
political system of France.
The balance of parties in the Chamber has been upset by the
tactics of the new Communist party, connected with the Third
International, which, taking its orders from Moscow, is carrying
on a struggle against the parties of the left. In 1928 this had the
result of increasing the number of deputies of the right; but the
increase in the number of votes cast for candidates of the left shows
that political evolution is still tending in die same direction,
The disintegration into small groups has reached such a pitch
that twelve groups have been formed, only three of which have
more than a hundred members, while the group on the extreme
right bears the label of Union rfpublicaim dhnocratiqm (Democratic
Republican Union), which is more advanced than the old group
of the extreme left in 1876. The official programmes of the parties
have become increasingly similar.
The crisis has brought into the forefront of political life two
questions - those of finance and foreign policy -• which were of
small concern to the electors before the war. What mainly con-
cerns them to-day is the avoidance of a financial crisis and, still
more, of a recurrence of war. This is why they are interested in
the League of Nations, which they regard as a means of main-
taming peace.
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